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purpose-built EIP the world’s leading investor specialized on ESG and the energy transition
1. Purpose-built investment platform specialized on ESG and the transition to a low-carbon energy future
50+ people. $2b+ AUM. 4 offices. Venture/Growth. Credit. Infrastructure.
2. Investing in the key building blocks transforming asset intensive industries
Net zero ESG push requiring trillions of investments in new technologies to support transformation.
3. Platform anchored by the world’s largest utility & industrial investor alliance
30+ industrial partners. 45 million customers, $450b+ market cap, $45b+ capex spent every year.
4. Leveraging comprehensive processes for outsized value creation along entire investment value chain
Proprietary deal flow, thorough due diligence, value creation – bringing $400m+ business to portfolio.
5. Experienced team with critical complementary skill sets that works together well
50+ professionals, 100+ deals in the sector, investing, research, technology and regulatory expertise
6. Strong track record and financial performance
Approximately 60 investments. 10 total realizations and 3 transactions with SPACs.
7. Leading the way towards a better, sustainable energy future
Industry Leader in Impact Investing. Committed to ESG principles.
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net zero economy global trend towards low carbon economy is accelerating

Countries Net CO2
Emissions (Gt)
0.01 – 1

Companies with
Net Zero Targets (size $)

1 – 10

<$10 billions

10 – 100

$10-50 billions

100 – 1000
$100– 300 billions

1,000 – 10,000

> $300 billions

No net zero target

$72 trillion

~$38 trillion

aggregate GDP of 127 countries with net zero
commitments

global ESG assets
under management

“While the world will need to reach net zero, those of us who can
afford to move faster and go further should do so. We will remove all
historic emissions by 2050”
- Microsoft
Source: Energy and Climate Intelligence Unit; Bloomberg

“The world is moving towards net zero…we believe our clients are best
served by being at the forefront of that transition. This tectonic shift
will accelerate further”
- Larry Fink, Blackrock
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net zero emissions the electron is the key fuel for the sustainable future

the electron powering key digital growth sectors

the electron transforming asset intensive industries

Industrials

electrons

power utilities
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disruption $47+ trillions of technology investment necessary to drive the conversion
Global Energy Sector CO2 emissions by
current technology readiness

Electricity Generation Share by Fuel Type
(2015 – 2050)

Required infrastructure investment (2030 –
2050)
Through 2050

Through 2030

9%
2%
19%

15%

9%

47

USD trillion

15%
61%

2%

1%

88

42%

USD trillion

25%
Energy efficiency
Renewables - end uses
Power grid and energy flexibility
CCS & Other

The IEA estimates that roughly half the reductions that the
world needs to swiftly achieve net zero emissions will come from
technologies that are not commercially available

By 2050, renewable energy resources are expected to account
for more than 60% of generation used in final energy
consumption. This provides a tremendous investment opportunity

Renewables - power
Electrificiation
Hydrogen

IRENA’s Transforming Energy Scenario shows that to achieve a
more climate friendly global energy system, investments of $47
trillion and $88 trillion are required by 2030 and 2050,
respectively

The required investment in emerging clean technologies to successfully transition to a
low-carbon economy extends into the trillions, providing a tremendous investment opportunity for first movers
Source: IEA; BloombergNEF; Note: Technology readiness category from the Sustainable Development Scenario
Note: The Transforming Energy Scenario (TES) describes an ambitious, yet realistic, energy transformation pathway based largely on renewable energy sources and, steadily improved energy efficiency (though not limited exclusively to
these technologies). This would set the energy system on the path needed to keep the rise in global temperatures to well below 2 degree Celsius (°C) and towards 1.5°C during this century.
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we focus on the key building blocks of the energy transition
utilities at the core
providing critical advantages
Supply Decarbonization

technical
expertise

regulatory
understanding

control
the network

customer
relationships

Electrification

Carbon Capture

Tech Enabled Infrastructure

Reliability & Resilience

Intelligent Demand

Agriculture

Energy Storage

AI & Machine Learning

Grid Hardening

Digitization

HVAC

Hydrogen

Distributed Energy

Microgrids

Virtual Power Plants

Industrial Processes

Renewable Power Generation

T&D Optimization

Cyber security

Smart Home, Buildings & Cities

Mobility & Transportation

clean but intermittent supply

intelligent, resilient infrastructure

electrified volatile demand
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EIP platform strategy covering key asset classes of the energy transition
early

venture, growth, private equity

credit

Research, Strategy, Innovation & Collaboration
learning and collaborating across platforms
Frontier Technology
early stage,
deep
decarbonization

Flagship
venture & growth

Elevate Future
Diversity

Europe
venture & growth

Credit

Infrastructure

Complementary deal flow, more insights, better collaboration, expanded support
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